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Abstract
Successful knowledge management may depend not only on
knowledge capture, but on knowledge construction—on formulating new and useful knowledge that was not previously
available. Electronic concept mapping tools are a promising
method for supporting knowledge capture and construction,
but users may find it difficult to determine the right knowledge to include. Consequently, knowledge-based methods for
suggesting relevant information are desirable for supporting
the knowledge modeling process. We are developing methods
to aid concept mapping by suggesting relevant information to
compare, contrast, and possibly include in knowledge models
represented as concept maps. This paper presents two specific methods we are developing for this task, both of which
automatically identify topics related to a concept map in order to guide the retrieval of related information. The first,
DISCERNER, automatically organizes concept map libraries
into a hierarchical structure of topic categories and subcategories that are used as indices for efficient access to relevant
stored concept maps. The second, EXTENDER, characterizes the topics of concept maps under construction, applies
clustering techniques to the resulting information, and performs incremental web-mining for new but related, topics.
It suggests these topics as potential areas for extending the
existing concept map or to include in new maps to increase
current knowledge coverage.

Key knowledge management issues include how to represent, capture, and construct needed knowledge, and how
to access stored knowledge as needed. Concept maps and
electronic concept mapping tools provide a representation
and knowledge construction method that both novices and
experts can use to directly develop and compare knowledge
models. Recent research focuses on augmenting these tools
by applying knowledge-based technologies to build “intelligent suggesters.” These suggesters support users by suggesting relevant concepts, concept maps, and other resources to
aid their knowledge construction process.
Intelligent suggesters for concept mapping may draw
their suggestions either from existing knowledge models—
libraries of previously-defined concept maps—or from external sources. A promising approach to accessing exist∗
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ing concept maps is to apply case-based reasoning methods
(Cañas, Leake, & Maguitman 2001; Leake, Maguitman, &
Cañas 2002). However, an open issue for these methods is
their scalability, which may depend on having a suitable indexing vocabulary to characterize the maps’ topics and enable effective retrievals from multiple libraries of concept
maps. Because hand-crafting these indices is impractical,
automatic index-generation methods are needed. Drawing
on external sources, to find related topics that are not covered in the system’s internal knowledge, also requires identifying topics that are relevant to the areas of current interest,
even when they are not available in the current concept map
repository. This requires mining external resources, such as
the web, to construct knowledge that may aid users in constructing their own knowledge.
This paper describes initial research on two topic extraction methods, one aimed at aiding concept map retrieval,
and the other aimed at proposing new topics for a user to
consider adding to a concept map or concept map library.
DISCERNER uses clustering to build an index enabling efficient search for topic-relevant concept maps, based on the
analysis of the map that the user is currently constructing.
EXTENDER uses an analysis of the in-progress knowledge
model—which may be a concept map under development,
or a set of concept maps that capture incomplete knowledge
of a domain—to mine the web and construct potentiallyrelevant topics to suggest to the user.
The paper begins by summarizing the role of electronic
concept mapping in knowledge management, the need for
intelligent support to aid the concept mapping process, and
the usefulness of topic identification in the support process.
It then focuses on each of the systems in turn, describing
their methods, initial results, and future issues as they are
applied to bringing knowledge-based support to the user’s
knowledge construction and comparison process.

Background
Concept mapping for knowledge modeling: Concept
mapping (Novak & Gowin 1984), has been widely used
by individuals at many levels—from elementary school students to scientists—to externalize their knowledge, guide
knowledge construction, and facilitate knowledge comparison. In concept mapping, subjects construct a twodimensional, visually-based representation of concepts and

their relationships. The Institute for Human and Machine
Cognition, at the University of West Florida, has developed
CmapTools, a set of publicly-available tools for concept
mapping, available at http://cmap.coginst.uwf.edu/. This
system is widely used (the tools have been downloaded by
users in approximately 150 countries). They support generating and modifying concept maps in electronic form,
as well as annotating concept maps with additional material such as images, diagrams, and video clips. They
provide the capability to store and access concept maps
on multiple servers, to support knowledge sharing across
geographically-distant sites. Figure 1 shows a sample concept map of the Mars exploration domain, annotated with
links to images and other resources.
The flexible but concise representation of concept maps
provides a medium for knowledge capture that is simple
enough to be used with minimal training, but that can capture rich conceptualizations in an understandable form, making the concept mapping tools an appealing substrate for
knowledge management.
Adding intelligent support: CmapTools provide a framework for knowledge construction, but fully exploiting that
framework may be difficult without additional knowledge
sources. We are developing an “intelligent suggester” system that explores two techniques for supporting concept
mapping. The first applies a knowledge-based method—
case-based reasoning—to aid users’ knowledge construction
and sharing by retrieving relevant concept maps. The second
generates new knowledge by mining the web for related topics for the user to consider.
In the case-based retrieval approach, each concept map is
treated as a case, with the suggester monitoring the user’s
concept mapping to suggest concepts included in related
concept maps, as well as entire concept maps for comparison. A system has been implemented for this process, with
encouraging results for retrieval quality (Leake, Maguitman,
& Cañas 2002). However, scaling these methods up to large
concept map sets—which in principle could involve all concept map servers using the IHMC tools, around the world—
requires new indexing strategies, leading to research on DISCERNER, a system to automatically extract topic information from concept maps.
The success of any case-based approach depends on the
existence of previous cases. Consequently, case-based support will have limited usefulness for capturing and constructing knowledge in new domains. This led us to explore methods for bringing an additional knowledge source to bear in
aiding the user: Topic knowledge mined from the web. The
methods are implemented by EXTENDER, a system which
automatically identifies topics to consider including in the
current concept map or as a potential topic for a new map.

DISCERNER
When supporting the user by suggesting relevant prior
knowledge, rapid retrieval is crucial. DISCERNER (Decision Index for Searching Category Entries by Reducing
NEighborhood Radius) uses document clustering to organize concept map libraries into a hierarchical structure of

categories and subcategories. Each category contains concept maps involving correlated concepts, with subcategories
for smaller, tightly coupled clusters of concept maps within
a category. The hierarchical structure serves as an index for
efficiently retrieving similar concept maps, using a binary
search technique to compare new maps with cluster representatives. Concept maps in leaf nodes are then examined
by more expensive methods, resulting in a two-level retrieval
strategy.

Building an Index from Concept Maps
DISCERNER uses a greedy agglomerative algorithm to organize concept maps in a hierarchical, tree-like structure.
The algorithm starts from a set of initial clusters—clusters
containing a reference to one concept map each—and then
repeatedly merges clusters whose cluster representatives are
closest to each other, by the criterion described below, until all clusters have been merged or the similarities measured between the cluster representatives fall below a pre-set
threshold, suggesting that the concept maps from different
clusters have little in common and should remain distinct.
During merging process, the algorithm prunes the tree so
that only groups of maps above a minimum size form the
leafs and inner nodes of the tree, reducing storage requirements significantly and enabling keeping the index in memory, even for large sets of maps. In the result, each tree node
marks a category or subcategory with references to concept
maps and a cluster representative for later comparison.
A vector-space model for concept map similarity: Concept map similarity is computed from a vector representation
of the concept maps. This representation is similar to the
popular term-frequency vector with inverse-document frequency adjustment (TF-IDF) (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto
1999), but takes advantage of the unique structure of concept
maps to adjust term weights. In concept maps, more general concepts are typically found at the top of the map while
more inclusive concepts are located at the bottom. The system adjusts weights accordingly, assigning higher weights to
keywords from top concepts and lower weights to keywords
from concepts located at the bottom of a map. In addition,
the system considers the number of outgoing and incoming
links to a concept node, strengthening the weightings of keywords in nodes for concepts with many connections to other
concepts in the map.
The links in concept maps are considered less important
to the categorization of concept maps, and are ignored by the
system. More formally, for each concept map cj of a library
of maps L, let f reqijk be the raw frequency of keyword i
in concept k of concept map cj . Assume concept k has n
outgoing links and m incoming links and is h steps distant
from the top node of the map. The system computes the
weight of keyword i of concept k in map cj as

wijk = f reqijk · (n + m) · 1/(h + 1).
The total weight of keyword i in cj is the sum of all
weights wijk for all concepts k in map cj . This weight
is normalized using the largest keyword weight in concept
map cj and adjusted using the inverse document frequency

Figure 1: A sample concept map, displayed with the IHMC tools. The EXTENDER suggester window is visible at the right
side of the image.
(a concept map is considered to be a single document) for
keyword i.
Similarity between these vectors is calculated by the cosine measure. This has a desirable property for centroidbased clustering: When using centroids as the cluster representatives, the inner product of a document with the centroid is the average similarity between the document and all
documents in the cluster (Karypis & Han 2000). The clustering algorithm determines the similarity matrix between
the cluster centroids, selects the two clusters with most similar representatives as the clusters to merge, and computes
the cluster representative of the new cluster as the average
weighted sum of the two most similar centroids from the
similarity matrix. The end result of the clustering process
is a hierarchical categorization indexing all concept maps in
the concept map library. We envision applying the index
in a central server maintaining a global index of distributed
concept map libraries. The server will combine the indices
computed independently from the different libraries, using
a final clustering step to produce a single hierarchy of categories and subcategories.

Initial evaluation of indexing performance
The concept map index generator has been implemented,
and we are evaluating the quality of retrievals based on the
index. Our initial experiments tested performance for two
data sets. The first contained two knowledge models on similar topics, respectively comprising 93 concept maps from
the Mars 2001 project and 9 concept maps on the NASA
Centaur Rocket System. The second data set also contained two knowledge models, but on dissimilar topics, with
14 maps on AI topics and 17 concept maps on water and
glaciers. The experiments were primarily designed to an-

First
Data Set
Second
Data Set

Tests
1
2
1
2

#Leaf nodes
25
6
9
5

Error Rate
17.65%
6.86%
6.45%
3.22%

Table 1: Results from an automatic categorization
swer two important questions: (1) After indexing, will DISCERNER find the concept maps it placed into a hierarchy
of categories?, and (2) will it merge knowledge models of
similar topics into a single category hierarchy while keeping
knowledge models from different topics separate? Table 1
summarizes the results from the different tests, for different
parameter settings of the algorithm that determine the size
of the leaf nodes in the category hierarchy.
For the first data set, the algorithm produces a single category hierarchy that combines the two similar knowledge
models, as desired. For the second data set, it produces
three different hierarchies in test 1 and two in test 2. The
error rate specifies the percentage of concept maps that were
unrelated to the category determined by DISCERNER’s index. The results show that DISCERNER merges knowledge
models from similar topics into a single category hierarchy
while keeping knowledge models from different topics separate. In addition, it partitions the data sets into small groups
of maps that can easily be analyzed for useful information.

EXTENDER
Research on EXTENDER (EXtensive Topic Extender
from New Data Exploring Relationships) combines aspects of knowledge acquisition—which assumes that requisite knowledge exists and simply needs to be acquired—

with knowledge construction, for a knowledge extension approach to knowledge management. In this view, a knowledge model evolves from coordinated processes of knowledge construction and knowledge acquisition. EXTENDER
extracts topic descriptions from concept maps, and uses
them as the starting point to search for novel related textual
information in an iterative process, generating topics at increasing distances from the original map. At each step, the
new information is processed, combined with the old, and
reorganized to generate descriptions of new related “artificial topics,” mined from the web, to suggest to the user.
EXTENDER’s topic descriptions are term-based. Initial
topics are generated from concept maps (or from a set of
concept maps) by extracting keywords from the concept labels in the concept maps, and generating a term vector with
weights based on the arrangement of the concepts in the
maps. This initial description of the concept map topic is
incrementally refined as user and EXTENDER interact. In
each cycle, the system takes as input a set of weighted keywords and mines the web—by submitting queries to a search
engine (Google), in order to extrapolate a topic from the initial model. In each cycle, a new generation of artificial topics
is formed by clustering the results of the web mining process. As this process is iterated, the system focus transfers
to novel but still connected topics, with the shift controlled
by diversity/focus factors described below. After a number
of iterations, the process yields a final generation of artificial topics, which are presented as suggestions to the user.
The user can adjust the number of iterations as desired. In
general, three iterations appears sufficient to generate a rich
variety of artificial topics. The following paragraphs provide
details on EXTENDER’s approach.
Weighting concept map keywords using topological analysis: Following (Cañas, Leake, & Maguitman 2001), EXTENDER’s term weightings summarize the topology of the
initial concept maps according to four topological roles,
based on algorithms adapted from research on determining hub and authorities nodes in a hyperlinked environment
(Kleinberg 1999). Authorities are concepts to which other
concepts converge. These have the largest number of incoming links from “hub nodes” (defined below). Hubs (centers
of activity) are concepts with the largest number of outgoing
links ending at authority nodes. Upper Nodes are concepts
that appear towards the top of the map in its graphical representation. Lower Nodes are concepts that appear towards the
bottom of the concept map in its graphical representation.
We define four weights, a-weight, h-weight, u-weight and lweight, in [0,1], representing the degree to which a concept
belongs to the above categories in a particular concept map.
Combining keywords into queries using concept cohesion: Given a set of weighted keywords describing the topic
of a concept map, EXTENDER uses the highest weighted
ones to form a web query. Initial queries are constructed exclusively from concept maps using keywords with the highest combined a-weight, h-weight and u-weight; subsequent
queries also incorporate new keywords found in web pages.
To generate coherent queries, keywords that are adjacent in
the analyzed concept maps or documents after stop-word filtering are treated as a unit. Keywords that tend to be part of

the same concept or phrase are integrated into a single query.
Term clustering techniques: Textual documents returned
by the web queries are analyzed to collect related terms
into descriptions of “artificial topics,” using a singular value
decomposition (SVD) approach. Well-known approaches
to information retrieval like latent semantic analysis (Deerwester et al. 1990) use SVD to find major associative patterns in the data. This allows to construct semantic indexing
mechanisms, where retrieval is not guided by term matching
but by nearness at the conceptual space. In order to apply
SVD a term-web page matrix is formed from the complete
collection of search results. SVD transforms the term-web
page vector space into a term-topic and a topic-web page
vector space. In the SVD approach, each singular value represents an artificial topic. Principal topics are retained after
projecting into a lower dimensional space.
Diversity/Focus factors: The interleaved sequence of
search and clustering processes gives rise to generations of
artificial topics. These are produced by combining existing
keywords with novel keywords from new web searches. In
early generations, EXTENDER attempts to diversify its set
of terms; in later generations it tries to focus on the new
topics found. This is in the spirit of searching and learning techniques (e.g., simulated annealing and reinforcement
learning) in which a temperature or curiosity factor is used
to favor exploration at the beginning and exploitation during
the final stages. EXTENDER uses “diversity/focus factors”
to modify the weight of novel and existing keywords. For
a novel keyword to be part of a new artificial topic it has to
survive a selection process that imposes a minimum weight.
The surviving threshold automatically adjusts as a function
of the diversity/focus factors.

The EXTENDER Algorithm
The EXTENDER algorithm begins by taking a concept map
or a small collection of concept maps about a certain domain, and generates artificial topics as follows:
Step 1: Apply topological analysis to concept maps and
use resulting weighted terms to produce the first generation of artificial topics.
Step 2: Use artificial topics aided by concept cohesion to
generate queries and present them to a web search engine.
Step 3: Use the diversity/focus factors to integrate the returned results and the old information and complete the
term-web page matrix.
Step 4: Apply a term clustering technique to the termweb page matrix and obtain a new generation of artificial topics.
Step 5: Repeat steps 2 to 4 until the final generation of
artificial topics is produced.
We are investigating methods for users to introduce bias
to constrain this search (e.g., by specifying which artificial
topics to consider for subsequent extensions, or by deleting
or inserting terms).

Usefulness of EXTENDER’s Suggestions
To increase the likelihood that the proposed topics are useful
to the user task, it is desirable for the topics to be coherent—

Topic 1
mars
science
goals
exploring
nasa
space
exploration
missions
mission
system
rover
future
earth

Topic 2
climate
global
change
changes
environment
water
research
activities
usgs
future
national
amp
program

Topic 3
robotic
missions
human
space
web
exploration
future
system
services
explore
nasa
home
page

Topic 4
history
climate
geologic
earth
change
geology
processes
global
water
changes
life
geological
natural

Table 2: Artificial topics generated starting from a concept
map on Planet Mars.
to have a systematic or logical connection among the components that specify a topic; to be relevant to the topic at
hand, and to build diversity by presenting a rich set of topics. As an initial test, EXTENDER was applied to concept
maps from the Mars 2001 Project, a library of concept maps
created by experts from NASA. For example, from one initial map EXTENDER produced 27 artificial topics, some of
which are shown in table 2. Although we cannot present
an absolute assessment of the usefulness of the suggested
topics, we estimated the system’s performance by using the
cosine similarity metric for term vectors to compute 2700
similarity values between the 27 suggested artificial topics
generated by EXTENDER, and the 100 actual concept maps
from Mars 2001 Project, which were not available to EXTENDER but reflect an expert’s model of the domain. The
similarities from comparing the originating concept map and
each artificial topic were always below 0.40, suggesting that
EXTENDER is producing novel topics. In 47 instances,
similarity measures between new topics and existing maps
was greater than 0.50, with 7 greater than 0.70. Thus EXTENDER generated novel topics which often had content
similar to that of concept maps created by experts. However,
we observed that the artificial topics often overlap. We are
now investigating methods for identifying these overlaps, either to integrate similar topics into one topic or to reorganize
groups of overlapping topics into more cohesive units.

Perspective
Clustering methods have been widely used to improve
the efficiency of information retrieval systems (Rijsbergen
1974; Jardine & Rijsbergen 1971). In DISCERNER, they
are used to group concept maps on the basis of the concepts
they represent into a hierarchy of categories and subcategories for later retrieval. This relates to case-based reasoning research on partitioning large case-bases into more cohesive sub-case-bases (Yang & Wu 2001) to improve retrieval
efficiency and effectiveness. In contrast to the clustering algorithm proposed by Yang et al., our algorithm computes a
hierarchical partition that does not rely on a search for optimal parameters to tune the clustering algorithm. The most
specific contribution of DISCERNER is its methods to support clustering for concept-map-based case representations.
EXTENDER’s approach is novel in identifying related

topics using external knowledge sources on the web. The
topic characterizations it generates could be considered as
indices to probe the memory of the human user, or as indices for potential cases not yet stored in the system’s casebase. This work is related to the CBR research area of case
discovery (McSherry 2000), but is novel in using non-case
resources outside the case-base to identify potential topics
for previously-unseen cases to solicit interactively.

Conclusion
DISCERNER and EXTENDER illustrate two approaches to
automatic topic identification, applied to supporting humans
as they build knowledge models. DISCERNER facilitates
the use of CBR for concept map management, by organizing
concept map libraries into a hierarchical structure of topic
categories to aid efficient access. EXTENDER characterizes
the topics of concept maps under construction, and mines the
web for new but related topics to suggest to the user. Initial
results are promising, and we are continuing to evaluate and
refine the approaches of both systems.
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